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Abstract 
De Berg, M., Dynamic output-sensitive hidden surface removal for c-oriented polyhedra, 
Computational Geometry: Theory and Applications 2 (1992) 119-140. 
In this paper we present an output-sensitive algorithm to maintain the view of a set of 
c-oriented polyhedra under insertions into or deletions from the set. (A set of polyhedra is 
c-oriented if the number of different orientations of its edges is bounded by some constant c.) 
Cyclic overlap in the scene is allowed and the polyhedra may even intersect. The time needed 
for an update is O((k + l)log’n), where n is the total number of vertices of all polyhedra and k 
is the number of changes in the visibility map. The solution is based on new dynamic data 
structures for ray shooting and range searching problems for c-oriented objects. 
1. Introduction 
One of the most important algorithmic problems in computer graphics is hidden 
surface removal: Given a set of objects in space, one wants to compute the view 
of this scene as seen from a given view point. Not surprisingly, this problem has 
been studied extensively, both from the practical as from the theoretical side. In 
practice (e.g. animation), however, the scene that one wants to display often 
changes over time. Therefore we consider the problem of maintaining the view of 
a set of polyhedra under insertions into or deletions from the set. More precisely, 
we want to maintain the visibility map of the scene. This is the subdivision of the 
viewing plane into maximal regions, such that in each region one object is seen or 
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no object is seen. Of course one could recompute the whole visibility map from 
scratch, whenever a polyhedron is added or deleted; but this takes a lot of time, 
even when there are only few (or no) changes in the map. Hence, it seems natural 
to try and maintain the visibility map in a more clever way. Strangely enough, this 
problem has not received much attention. There are only two papers on this 
problem that we know of. Bern [3] considers the case where the scene consists of 
n horizontal axis-parallel rectangles with the viewing point at z = a. He obtains a 
solution that is output-sensitive, i.e., the running time depends on k, the number 
of changes in the visibility map: the time needed to insert or delete a rectangle is 
O(log2 n log logn + k log2 n). Cheng [5] considers the more general case of 
horizontal polygons, but his solution is intersection-sensitive instead of output- 
sensitive; updates take time O(fi log’.” n + i log n + k), where i is the total 
number of intersections between the projection of the inserted or deleted polygon 
and the projections of the other polygons in the scene. Note that i can be Q(n), 
even for a polygon that is not visible at all. 
We present an output-sensitive algorithm that maintains the visibility map of a 
set of c-oriented polyhedra. A set of polyhedra is c-oriented if the number of 
different orientations of the edges is bounded by some constant c [lo]. For 
example, a set of axis-parallel polyhedra is 3-oriented. Thus, unlike in [3,5], the 
faces are not necessarily parallel to the viewing plane. The polyhedra are even 
allowed to have holes and to intersect each other. This imposes many new 
problems, the most important of which is that cyclic overlap among the faces can 
occur; in that case a depth ordering on the faces does not exist. See Fig. 1. 
Even for the static hidden surface removal problem, almost all output-sensitive 
algorithms require that the faces are non-intersecting and that a depth ordering 
on the objects exists and is known. The first output-sensitive algorithm that can 
handle cyclic overlap and intersecting faces was presented recently by de Berg 
and Overmars [S, 91. They show how to compute the visibility map of a set of 
intersecting c-oriented polyhedra in time O((n + k)log’n). (If the polyhedra are 
non-intersecting then their algorithm runs in time O((n + k)log n).) Later, de Berg 
et al. [7] extended the algorithm to deal with arbitrary polyhedra, achieving a 
time bound of O(n’+‘fi). The polyhedra were not allowed to intersect, 
however. By implementing one of the data structures that support the algorithm 
more efficiently, Agarwal and MatouSek [l] were able to reduce the time bound 
to O(n’+E + n2’3+Ek2’3). We show that the visibility map of a set of c-oriented 
Fig. 1. A 4-oriented set of faces with cyclic overlap. 
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polyhedra can be maintained in time O((k + 1)log” n) per insertion or deletion of 
a polyhedron of constant size. Thus our solution is only a logarithmic factor worse 
than the fastest known solution to the static problem. 
The solution is based on new dynamic data structures for several basic 
problems concerning c-oriented objects. In particular, we present dynamic data 
structures for ray shooting (report the first object, or all objects, hit by a query 
ray) and range searching (report the leftmost point, or all points, in a query 
range). 
The sequel of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present 
efficient dynamic data structures for ray shooting and range searching problems 
concerning c-oriented objects. These structures are used in Section 3 to obtain 
the main result of this paper: an output-sensitive solution to the dynamic hidden 
surface removal problem for c-oriented sets of polyhedra. We conclude the paper 
in Section 4 with some remarks and directions for further research. 
2. Dynamic structures for c-oriented objects 
In this section dynamic data structures are presented for several basic problems 
concerning c-oriented sets of segments and polygons in space and in the plane. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with standard data structures, such as 
segment trees and range trees. Recall that a set of segments (polyhedra) is called 
c-oriented if the orientations of the segments (edges of the polyhedra) are taken 
from a fixed set of c orientations. 
2.1. Ray shooting 
Let F be a c-oriented set of polygonal faces in space. We want to store F in a 
dynamic data structure that answers c-oriented ray shooting queries: Report the 
first face (or all faces) in F hit by a c-oriented query ray p in space. The solution 
we give is closely related to the structure for ray shooting queries in [9]. 
However, some parts of that structure and static and need to be modified. For the 
reader’s convenience, we describe the whole structure anyway. 
Because the number of possible directions of the query ray is bounded, we can 
afford to treat each direction separately. Thus we build a structure for each 
direction; given a query ray, we simply select the right structure and perform the 
query in this structure. 
So let us try to solve the problem for a fixed direction of the query ray p, say 
parallel to the z-axis. Our first step is to decompose each face into a number of 
quadrilaterals. This is done by adding extra edges that are parallel to the yz-plane 
from every vertex to its opposite edge(s). (For some reflex vertices, we have to 
add two extra edges.) This can be done in linear time in total by the recent 
algorithm of Chazelle [4], but for our purpose any O(n log n) algorithm will do. 
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Now each quadrilateral has two sides (its feft and its right side) that are parallel to 
the yz-plane, and a top and a bottom side. (Some quadrilaterals are degenerate, 
i.e., a triangle, and have only one edge that is parallel to the yz-plane.) The 
resulting set Q of quadrilaterals is then partitioned into c2 subsets Q,, . . . , QCz 
according to the slope of their top and bottom sides: two quadrilaterals are in the 
same subset iff their top sides are parallel and their bottom sides are parallel. If 
the top side of a subset is parallel to the bottom side of that subset, then the 
subset is divided further such that the quadrilaterals in a subsubset are parallel to 
a common plane. Note that if the top side of a subset is not parallel to the bottom 
side, then all quadrilaterals in the subset are already parallel to a common plane. 
Since the set of faces is c-oriented this results in O(c2) subsets. We build a 
separate structure for each subset Qt. To find the first quadrilateral, and thus the 
face, hit by p we perform a query in each structure. Of the O(c2) answers found 
we select the one that is hit first. 
Now consider one subset Qi. We know that the top sides of the quadrilaterals 
in Qi are parallel, that the bottom sides are parallel and that the left and right 
sides are parallel. To simplify the notation, let us apply a transformation such that 
the bottom sides are parallel to the x-axis and the left and right sides are parallel 
to the y-axis. Thus the left and right side of each quadrilateral have constant 
x-coordinate; these coordinates define the so-called x-segment of the qua- 
drilateral. We store the quadrilaterals in a segment tree T (see [19]) according to 
their x-segments. Let pX be the x-coordinate of p. (Recall that we have assumed 
that p is parallel to the z-axis.) A property of the segment tree is that all the 
quadrilaterals intersected by p are stored at nodes on the search path to pX. 
Let 6 be a node on the search path to pX and consider S,, the set of 
quadrilaterals stored at 6 (restricted to the slab corresponding to 6). We want to 
store S, such that we can find the first quadrilateral in S, hit by p efficiently. Each 
(non-degenerate) quadrilateral can be split into a rectangular part and a 
triangular part by adding an edge parallel to the bottom side. We will use 
separate structures to handle the triangular parts and the rectangular parts. 
For the rectangular parts we note that the problem has become 2-dimensional, 
since we already know that the x-coordinate of p lies in the x-segment of each 
rectangle stored at 6. So we can project the whole scene onto the yz-plane and 
we have the following subproblem to solve: given a set of horizontal segments in 
the plane (the projections of the rectangles) report the segment hit by a vertical 
ray (the projection of p). This problem is easily solved with another segment tree 
giving a query time for the subproblem of 0(log2 IS, I). See Overmars [15]. The 
structure uses O(lS,,l log I&l) storage and can be updated in time O(log2 I&l). 
Using dynamic fractional cascading [14], both the query and the update time can 
be reduced to O(log I&l log log I&l). 
Now consider the triangular parts at node 6. Note that the top sides of the 
triangles as well as the bottom sides are parallel and that they exactly span the 
slab corresponding to 6. In other words, the triangles that result from the splitting 
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Fig. 2. The first triangle hit by p is the one whose left vertex is hit first when T(p) is moved 
downward. 
of the quadrilaterals in S, are translates of each other. Assume that the top side of 
the triangles has positive slope; thus each triangle has a unique left vertex. For a 
query ray p, let the triangle T(p) be defined as follows. Rotate any translate 180” 
around its left vertex and let T(p) be the translate of this rotated triangle that has 
the starting point of p as its right vertex. It is easily verified that moving along p 
until a triangle is hit corresponds to moving T(p) until a left vertex of a triangle is 
hit. See Fig. 2. Observe that all the left vertices lie on a common vertical plane, 
namely the plane that bounds the slab corresponding to 6. Thus the only 
important part of T(p) is its intersection with this plane and we are left with the 
following subproblem: Given a number of points (the left triangle vertices) in a 
plane (the left bounding plane of the slab of node 6) and a horizontal query 
segment (the intersection of T(p) with the plane), report the first point hit by the 
segment when it is moved downward. In other words, we are looking for the 
highest point below a horizontal segment. This problem can be solved using a 
2-dimensional range tree (see e.g. [19]). It is well known that such a tree has a 
query and update time of O(log* I&l) and that it uses O(lS,l log ]$I) storage. 
As before, we can reduce query and update time to O(log I&,[ log log I,!$[) with 
dynamic fractional cascading. 
Thus the query time at each node 6 on the search path in the ‘main’ segment 
tree is O(log I&l log log I&l), leading to an overall query time of 
O(log’ II log log n). The same holds for the update time, and the total amount of 
space used is O(n log’ n). Note that this structure also allows us to report all faces 
that are intersected by the query ray, in additional time that is linear in the 
number of reported faces. 
Lemma 1. Let F be a c-oriented set of polygonal faces in space with a total number 
of n vertices. The first face, or all k faces, in F hit by a c-oriented query ray can be 
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found in time O(log* n log log n), respectively O(log* n log log IZ + k), with a 
structure that uses O(n log* n) space. The structure is dynamic and has an update 
time of O(log2 n log log n). 
Notice that all the results also apply if the possible directions of the query ray 
are different from the possible orientations of the edges, as long as the number of 
directions of the ray and the number of different orientations of the edges are 
both bounded. 
As a corollary of the lemma above, we obtain the following result. For a 
segment e and a ray p, we say that e passes above p if there exists a ray, parallel 
to the z-axis and directed downward, that first intersects e and then intersects p. 
In other words, the projections of e and p onto the xy-plane intersect and, ‘at this 
intersection point’, the z-coordinate of e is greater than the z-coordinate of p. Of 
all segments passing above p, we say that the one whose projection is hit first by 
the projection of p, is the first segment passing above p. In the next section, we 
will need to be able to find the first segment passing above a query ray, as well as 
to report all such segments. 
Corollary 1. Let E be a c-oriented set of n segments in space. The first segment, or 
all k segments, in E passing above (or below) a c-oriented query ray can be found 
in O(log* n log log n) time, respectively in O(log* n log log n + k) time, with a 
structure that uses O(n log2 n) space. The structure is dynamic and has an update 
time of O(log* n log log n). 
Proof. Define a curtain to be an unbounded polygon with three edges, two of 
which are parallel to the z-axis and extend downward to minus infinity. Thus the 
polygon can be seen as an infinitely long curtain hanging from the third, bounded, 
edge. Now observe that a ray passes below a segment if and only if the ray 
intersects the curtain hanging from that segment. Hence, the first segment in E 
passing above a query ray p can be found by ray shooting in the set of curtains 
hanging from the segments in E. Since E is c-oriented, the curtains will be 
c + l-oriented, and Lemma 1 applies. As we already noted, the structure of 
Lemma 1 also enables us to report all curtains intersected by a ray, or, in other 
words, all segments passing above the ray. 
Clearly, segments passing below the query ray can be found in a similar 
manner. Cl 
Remark. For this problem better bounds are in fact possible. Using a combination 
of segment trees and priority search trees, we are able to obtain a structure using 
O(n log n) space in which queries and updates take O(log* n) time. For the 
application in the hidden surface removal algorithm, however, the other time 
bounds suffice. 
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2.2. Range queries 
Let us start by considering the following planar range searching problem: 
prepocess a set V of points in the plane such that the leftmost point, or all points, 
of V inside a c-oriented query polygon P (of constant size) can be reported 
efficiently. (The leftmost point is the point with minimum x-coordinate.) This 
problem has also been studied by Giiting [ll]. He obtains a data structure of size 
O(n log’n) such that queries and updates take time O(log’ n). We reduce the 
space to O(n log n) without affecting the query and updata time. 
We note that any query polygon P can be decomposed into a constant number 
of quadrilaterals, in the same way as in the section on ray shooting queries: add 
edges parallel to the y-axis from every vertex to its opposite edge. Since the query 
polygons are c-oriented, only c2 different types are possible for the resulting 
quadrilaterals. (As before, two quadrilaterals have the same type if their top sides 
are parallel and their bottom sides are parallel). We build a separate structure for 
each type. With each quadrilateral resulting from the decomposition of P, we 
search in the structure of the corresponding type; the answer to the query is easily 
computed from the constant number of subanswers that we find. 
Consider a quadrilateral q of a fixed type. This quadrilateral has its left and 
right side parallel to the y-axis, its top side has a fixed direction and its bottom 
side has a fixed direction. If we disregard the top side, then we are searching for 
the leftmost point in a half-infinite vertical slab and the problem is easily solved in 
O(n) space with O(log n) query and update time using a priority search tree [12]. 
Note that the pritority search tree can also be used to report all points in the slab. 
Taking the top side into account means adding a range restriction to the searching 
problem. This can be done at the cost of an extra factor of O(log n) to the space 
and the query and update time, using the general techniques of Willard and 
Lueker [20]. 
Since we have used only standard structures and techniques, we leave the 
details to the reader. We thus obtain the following. 
Lemma 2. Let V be a set of n points in the plane. The leftmost point, or all k 
points, of V inside a c-oriented polygon P can be found in O(log2n) time, 
respectively in O(log’ n + k) time, with a structure that uses O(n log n) space. The 
structure is dynamic and has an update time of O(log’ n). 
This structure can be used to solve a similar query in the 3-dimensional case. 
Define a point to be below a face (above a face) if there is a vertically downward 
directed (vertically upward directed) ray that first intersects the face and then 
intersects the point. In other words a point is below (above) a face if it is hidden 
by the face when we look from z = ~0 (z = --M). 
Corollary 2. Let V be a set of n points in space. The leftmost point, or all k points, 
of V below (or above) a c-oriented face f can be found in O(log’n) time, 
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respectively in 0(log3 n + k) time, with a structure that uses O(n log2 n) space. The 
structure is dynamic and has an update time of 0(log3 n). 
Proof. Build a separate structure for each possible orientation of the face. For a 
fixed orientation of the face, the structure consist of the 2-dimensional structure 
of Lemma 2 with another range restriction added to select the points that satisfy 
the restriction in the third dimension. 0 
Finally, we need to be able to find the leftmost intersection of a given set of 
segments with a query face. 
Corollary 3. Let E be a c-oriented set of n segments in space. The leftmost 
intersection of a c-oriented face f with a segment in E can be found in time 
O(log3 n) with a structure that uses O(n log2 n) space. The structure is dynamic 
and has an update time of O(log” n). 
Proof. Split the problem into a constant number of subproblems where the 
orientation of the segments is fixed and the orientation of the query face is fixed. 
Consider a fixed pair of orientations. Assume w.1.o.g. that the segments are 
parallel to the z-axis and that the query faces are parallel to the xy-plane. The 
structure for this pair of orientations consists of a segment tree on the z-ranges of 
the segments; the associated structure that stores the segments at a node in the 
segment tree is the structure of Lemma 2. Thus the segment tree serves to filter 
out the segments that intersect the plane containing the query face; once we know 
this, the problem has become 2-dimensional and Lemma 2 can be applied. 0 
3. Dynamic hidden surface removal 
In this section it is shown how the data structures developed in the previous 
section can be used to obtain an output-sensitive solution to the dynamic hidden 
surface removal problem. We are given a (fixed) viewpoint and we want to 
maintain the visibility map, denoted by &/u(S), o a c-oriented set S of polyhedra. f 
To simplify the notation, we map the viewing plane to the xy-plane and we 
assume that the viewpoint is at z = 00. The solution can be extended to 
perspective views by using the same techniques as in [8,18]. 
Before we describe the algorithms for inserting and deleting polyhedra, we must 
be a bit more specific about the way .4(S) is represented and about what the 
output of our algorithms should be. Let F,, Es and V, be the sets of faces, edges 
and vertices of the polyhedra in S. To simplify the discussion, we augment Fs with 
a large face f_= that is below everything in the scene and always remains present. 
(Recall that the viewpoint is at z = 00. Thus ‘below’ means ‘further away from the 
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Fig. 3. The regions of the visibility map of two intersecting polyhedra. The regions are labeled with 
their background faces. 
viewpoint’.) Hence, the visibility map is a collection R,M = {r,, . . . , r,} of 
maximal regions that form a subdivision of the viewing plane such that in each 
region one face of a polyhedron is visible or f_m is visible. The face that is visible 
in a region I; is called its background face; it is denoted by BF(ri). See Fig. 3 for 
an example. We define EM and V, to be the set of edges resp. vertices of the 
regions of A(S). However, these edges (vertices) are considered to be located on 
the background face of the corresponding region and not on the viewing plane. 
To avoid confusion with the edges and vertices of the polyhedra, we will call the 
edges in EA arcs from now on, and the vertices in V, nodes. Thus these arcs and 
nodes are geometric objects in 3-space: the arcs are line segments and the nodes 
are points. Observe that since every node of the visibility map is incident to at 
least two regions, there are at least two corresponding points in I.&. Similarly, 
each visible piece on an edge of a polyhedron is on the boundary of at least two 
regions, and thus defines at least two arcs. Each region is bounded by a number 
of boundary cycles, which are cyclic chains of arcs of E,; one of these cycles 
constitutes the outer boundary of the region, the other cycles form the boundary 
of holes in the region. We store each cycle in a concatenable queue (implemented 
e.g. as a 2-3 tree [2]). The order in which we store the cycle corresponds to a 
traversal of the cycle such that the corresponding region lies to the right. This 
means that the outer boundary is traversed in clockwise order, whereas the 
boundaries of the holes are traversed in counterclockwise order. See Fig. 3, 
where the direction of traversal of two of the cycles is given: the outer cycle of the 
region where face f7 is visible, and the boundary of a hole in a region where f_a is 
visible. We also have crosspointers between each cycle and the face that is visible 
in the region that it bounds. This is closely related to the representation of the 
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visibility map by Bern [3]. Using the concatenable queue representation, we can 
split cycles or concatenate two chains to form a cycle in logarithmic time. 
(Because we have to choose a point on each cycle as a starting point, one of the 
chains will be delivered in two pieces after the split. These pieces then have to be 
merged.) 
Let P denote the c-oriented polyhedron of constant size that we want to insert 
into or delete from S. That is, given .4(S), we want to compute &(S U {P}) or 
&(S - {P}), respectively. This means that we have to report the arcs of the old 
cycles that disappear and the arcs of the new cycles that appear. Thus k, the 
number of changes in the view, is equal to the number of changes in EM and V,. 
Note that an old region disappears and a new one appears if the background face 
of the region changes. In the remainder of this section we prove our main 
theorem that states that these changes in the view can be reported in an 
output-sensitive manner. 
Theorem 1. The visibility map of a c-oriented set of polyhedra which have 
constant complexity can be maintained at the cost of O((k + l)log3 n) per insertion 
or deletion, where k is the number of changes in the view. The method uses 
O((n + K)log2 n) space, where K is the size of the visibility map. 
The data structures described in the previous section are used to support the 
insertions and deletions. More precisely, the algorithm needs the following data 
structures: 
9i: A structure for ray shooting queries as in Lemma 1 on the set Fs. 
C&a,: A structure for ‘ray shooting’ as in Corollary 1 on the set Es. 
g3: A structure for ‘ray shooting’ as in Corollary 1 on the set EA. 
C&64: A structure for range searching queries as in Corollary 2 on the set V,. 
&: A structure for range searching queries as in Corollary 2 on the set Vs. 
521~: A structure for range searching queries as in Corollary 3 on the set Es. 
The first three structures are built for rays that are either parallel to an edge in 
Es, or parallel to the projection of an edge in Es onto a face in F,, or parallel to 
the viewing direction. Note that the number of possible directions for the rays is 
still bounded. The latter three structures are built for searching with polygons 
that have edges that can be parallel to an edge in Es or parallel to the projection 
of such an edge onto a face in F,. Again, the number of possible orientations of 
the edges bounding query polygons is bounded. From this list of structures that 
are used and the results of the previous section the space bound of Theorem 1 
immediately follows. In the remainder of this section we show how to perform 
insertions and deletions in the stated time bound. 
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3.1. Insertions 
A polyhedron P is inserted by successively inserting its front faces’. (Clearly a 
back face-a face with its normal pointing away from the viewpoint-need not be 
considered.) A face f is inserted according to the following algorithm. 
1. Find all affected cycles, i.e. all boundary cycles that are (partially) hidden by 
f, and remove the hidden parts. 
2. Compute the new arcs of EA that appear because of the insertion of J These 
arcs are of three different types: 
(i) (the projection of) an edge off (onto some other face), 
(ii) the projection of an edge of some other face onto f, 
(iii) the intersection off with some other face. 
3. Assemble the new cycles from the chains that we have left after Step 1 and 
the new arcs that we have found in Step 2. 
4. Update the data structures. 
An illustration is given in Fig. 4. The face to be inserted is depicted shaded. 
The affected cycles are the outer boundary of the region where the front face of 
the box is visible, and the boundary of the hole is the region where f-= is visible. 
Examples of the three types of new arcs are also given. 
Step 1 is performed as follows. An arc a E EA is hidden by f if and only if at 
least one of the following two cases occurs: an endpoint of a is below f, or a is 
below an edge of 5 Thus we can find all the arcs that are (partially) hidden by f as 
follows. First, we perform a query with f in 964 to find all the nodes in V, below $ 
This takes O(log” n + k’) time, where k’ is the number of reported nodes. 
Fig. 4. Insertion of a new face into a scene consisting of one box. 
’ Because P need not be convex, the insertion of one face may yield regions that are hidden by 
other faces of P that will be inserted later. However, P has constant size and therefore the extra work 
involved in this does not increase the time complexity asymptotically. An alternative approach would 
be to first compute the visibility map of P and then only insert those parts of the faces that are not 
hidden by other faces of P. 
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Second, for each edge e off we find all the arcs below e by repeated ray shooting 
along e using &a,; each time we perform a ray shooting query we find the next arc 
a below e, until the ray ‘leaves’ e. This takes O((k” + l)log’n log log n) time in 
total, where k” is the number of reported arcs. Once we have computed the arcs 
that are (partially) hidden, we split them into visible and invisible parts. This is 
easily done because f has constant complexity. The invisible parts are discarded, 
and we are left with the visible subchains of each affected cycle. Because 
k’ + k”c 2k, the time we have spent in Step 1 is bounded by 0(log3n + 
k log’ log log n). 
In Step 2 we have to compute the new arcs that appear because of the insertion 
of face J Let us first consider the arcs of type (i), which are (projections of) a 
visible part of some edge e of J Let a be such an arc of E,a. The endpoints of a 
correspond to either (see Fig. 4): 
(a) a vertex of e, 
(b) the intersection of the projection of e and the projection of some e’ E Es, 
(c) the intersection of e and some face f’ E Fs. 
To find the type (a) endpoints we shoot rays from the viewpoint towards both 
vertices of e. Now vertex u is visible-and therefore an endpoint of a new arc-if 
and only if the first face that is hit lies below u. Thus we can find the endpoints of 
type (a) in O(log* IZ log log n) time using 9r. 
Next we turn our attention to the endpoints of type (b). In fact, we do not have 
to do much to find these endpoints, because we already computed the relevant 
information in Step 1. Namely, if the intersection of the projections of e and e’ is 
visible, then e must be above the face which is below e’. Hence, the projection of 
e’ onto the face below it must have contributed an arc of EA that is below e. See 
the endpoints labeled (b) in Fig. 4. (It is, of course, possible that not only the 
projection of e’ onto the face below it, but also e’ itself is below e. This is true for 
one of the nodes labeled (b) in Fig. 4. In this case we have found two arcs of EA 
in Step 1 that ensure that we discover the visible intersection between e and e’.) 
Conversely, each arc of EA below e induces an endpoint of a new arc. Thus 
finding the type (b) endpoints amounts to simply looking at the arcs of Ed below 
e, which have been reported in Step 1. 
To find the type (c) endpoints we note that no two such endpoints can be 
adjacent on a visible piece on an edge, because an edge can intersect the same 
face only once. So what we do is the following. For each arc e off we consider all 
endpoints of type (a) and (b) that we have found for e. It is easy to determine on 
which side of such an endpoint e is visible (possibly both sides), and also to 
known which face f’ is below this visible piece. Now we test if e intersects this 
face f’ and, if this is the case, whether the intersection point is visible. The first 
test is easy since f’ has constant complexity. The second test can be performed by 
shooting a ray from the viewpoint towards the intersection point using 9r, and 
checking whether the face that is hit hides the intersection point. This way the 
endpoints of type (c) are found in O((k + l)log2 n log log n) time. 
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So now we have found all the endpoints of visible pieces on each edge e off. 
To determine the visible pieces themselves, we just sort these nodes along each 
edge and pair them. Note that it is possible that e is visible on both sides of an 
endpoint. In such cases, however, we have found this endpoint twice since there 
must have been two arcs of E.M below e. Hence, the pairing is still correct. Recall 
that the visible parts of each edge of f contribute two arcs to EM, one for each 
region that it bounds. One of these arcs bounds a region where f is visible, and 
the other one bounds a region where the face below the visible part is visible. The 
latter arc is thus the projection of the visible part onto the face below it. 
Furthermore, if an endpoint has been found twice, then we have to merge the 
two new arcs that are located on f. This is fairly straightforward and we leave the 
details to the readers. 
The next type of arcs that we have to find in Step 2 are the arcs of type (ii), 
which are the projection of other edges onto f. Fortunately, these are easy to 
determine using the information of Step 1. Consider the projection of the visible 
part of some edge e’ onto f. Clearly, before the insertion off this part must have 
been projected onto some other face(s) that are now hidden by5 In other words, 
these parts contributed arcs to E.& that are now hidden by f and have thus been 
found in Step 1. See Figure 4, where the projection of the backmost edge of the 
top face of the cube onto f-_ is partially hidden by f. Hence, to find the arcs of 
type (ii) we have to check for each arc of EA that was reported in Step 1 whether 
it was the projection of an edge that is above f, If this is the case then the 
projection of this edge onto f gives us a new arc of type (ii). 
It remains to find the arcs of type (iii), which are visible intersections between f 
and some other face f ‘. We show that the endpoints of such an arc have been 
computed before. Let a c f n f’ be such an arc. Arc a ends because either f n f’ 
ends or because f fl f’ is hidden by some face f “. In the first case, we observe that 
at the endpoint off f’f’ we have an edge off intersecting f ‘-implying that an 
arc of type (i) ends here to-r we have an edge of f’ intersecting f-implying 
that this edge is partially hidden by f and an arc has been reported in Step 1. So 
now consider the second case, where f n f’ is hidden by a third face f ‘I. There are 
two possibilities: f” can intersect f fl f ‘, or f” does not intersect f n f ‘. If f” 
intersects f fl f’ then f’ fl f” must be partially hidden by f and, hence, have been 
reported in Step 1. See Fig. 5(A). If f” does not intersect f fl f ‘, as in Fig. 5(B), 
then the projection of some edge off” onto f’ is partially hidden by f, and again 
this has been reported in Step 1. We conclude that all the endpoints of arcs 
of type (iii) have been reported before. Now it is easy to compute the arcs 
from these endpoints: we just collect for each face f’ the endpoints of the arcs 
a cf nf’, sort them alongf fl f’, and pair them. 
Step 3 is relatively straightforward once Steps 1 and 2 have been performed 
properly. For each face, we collect the new chains and arcs that bound regions 
where the face is visible and we concatenate them to obtain the new cycles, This 
can be accomplished by sorting the endpoints of the chains and arcs to see which 
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(A) 
Fig. 5. The two possibilities for the endpoint of an arc a cf fl f ‘. 
chains or arcs have to be connected to each other. The concatenation is easy 
because the chains are represented as concatenable queues. Thus Step 3 takes 
time O(k log n). 
The updating of the structures in step 4 can be divided into two tasks: the 
structures ?&, 9&, Li& and & that store F,, Es and V, have to be updated, and the 
structures C& and %, that store the sets EA and V, must be updated. From the 
results of Section 2 it follows that the maximum time needed to update any of the 
structures storing Fs, Es or V, is 0(log3 n). Since P has constant size the total 
time for the first task is also bounded by 0(log3 n). The worst update time of any 
of the structure storing the visibility map is also 0(log3 n) and, as there are k 
changes in the map, the second task takes time O(k log3 n). 
We thus arrive at the following lemma, which summarizes the results of this 
section. 
Lemma 3. The visibility map of a c-oriented set of polyhedra can be maintained 
with O((k + l)log3 n) time per insertion. 
3.2. Deletions 
We now turn our attention to the deletion of a polyhedron P. Because the new 
regions that appear after the deletion of P have nothing to do with P itself-they 
were just hidden by P-deletions are harder than insertions. Indeed, one can 
obtain an output-senstitive solution to the static hidden surface problem by first 
inserting a large face that hides the whole scene, then insert the polyhedra of the 
scene, and finally remove the large face. Now the deletion algorithm has to 
discover the whole visibility map, which possibly has size Q(n’). Observe that we 
cannot obtain an output-sensitive algorithm by just inserting the polyhedra: since 
we do not have a depth order, we might create many intersections that are visible 
in some intermediate stadium of the algorithm, but not in the end. 
Next we describe the basic algorithm for the deletion of a face f of P. Recall 
that the visibility map &/u(S) is actually a planar graph located on the viewing 
plane. (Although our data structures store the sets EM and VA of arcs and nodes 
that have been lifted to the background face of the corresponding regions.) When 
we use the term component in the sequel, we mean a component of this graph. 
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1. Delete the faces, vertices and edges of P from the data structures g,, & and 
$Z&. (The reason that the edges off are not yet deleted from 5?& will become 
clear later.) 
2. For each region r, where f is visible, compute the part of the new visibility 
map ‘inside’ r, as follows. Let Vi be the outer boundary cycle of r,. 
(i) Compute the arcs of the new components of d(S) that are attached to 
(ii) Compute the arcs of the new components of A(S) that ‘float’ inside ‘Zjei. 
3. Remove the arcs that are defined by f from the current cycles and assemble 
the new cycles using the arcs computed in Step 2. 
4. Update the structures &, & and %$ that store Es, E, and V,. 
In Step 1 we already update the data structures that store &, Es and Vs. This is 
necessary because these structures will be used in Step 2 to compute the new 
parts of the visibility map. If we would not do this at this point, then the old 
visibility map would be rediscovered in Step 2. This takes time 0(log3 n), by 
Lemma 1 and Corollaries 2 and 3. 
Step 2, where we have to compute the new arcs of E.&, is the heart of the 
deletion algorithm. In what follows we describe how to compute the new arcs in 
the projection plane. Of course, we have to lift the arcs to the background faces 
of the regions that they bound, but this is a just matter of bookkeeping. To 
compute the part of the visibility map hidden by f in an output-sensitive manner, 
we use the following method (see also [S, 9,171). As noted before, the visibility 
map can be seen as a graph. In general, this graph consists of several connected 
components. The method first finds one node on each component and then traces 
along the arcs of the component to discover the new nodes and arcs. During the 
second phase--called the ray shooting phase-the basic operation is the follow- 
ing: given a node Y of the visibility map and an initial portion of an arc a incident 
to it, find the other endpoint p of that arc. In [9], this other endpoint is 
characterized as follows. Let p be the ray in the projection plane starting at Y and 
going into the direction of a. We will lift p to obtain two rays p and p* in space, 
as follows. Consider the background faces of the two regions that are incident to 
a. We define p to be the ray whose projection is p lifted to the higher of these 
faces and p* to be ,5 lifted to the lower of the two faces. Notice that if a is a part 
of the intersection of two faces of different polyhedra or the two faces are 
incident faces of the same polyhedron then p = p*. These rays will help us to find 
the other endpoint p of a. Suppose, for example, that a is contained in the 
projection of edge e and that the other endpoint of a is the projection of the 
intersection of e and a face f. Then we can find this intersection point by ray 
shooting along e (the ray p is defined for this purpose) in the set Fs of faces. 
There are a few more possibilities for the other endpoint, summarized in the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 4 [9]. ,u is the point closest to Y of the following ‘event points’: 
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l the projection of an endpoint of the edge in Es (or the intersection of two faces 
in Fs) that define(s) a 
l the first intersection of ,S with the projection of an edge in Es passing above p* 
l the projection of the first intersection of p with a face in Fs 
l the projection of the first intersection of p* with a face in Fs 
Thus we need to be able to find the first of each of the four different event 
points. The first event point is just the projection of an endpoint of an edge or of 
the intersection of two faces that we know, and therefore we can find it in 
constant time. For the other three event points we have the structures 9, and G& 
for ray shooting queries in Fs and Es. 
However, we need one more query. Up to now, we have ignored the fact that, 
if p#p*, it is not always trivial to compute p*. Since we are computing new 
regions it can happen that we do not know their background faces yet, and these 
background faces are needed to computer p*. In Fig. 6, for example, we do not 
know the background face of r, when we arrive from v’. To compute this 
background face, we again use the structure 9, for ray shooting queries in F,. 
When p* # p, then Y is the intersection of the projection of two edges. Let v be 
the point on the lower of these edges whose projection is Y. When we arrive at Y, 
the face immediately below v can be found by shooting a ray from v into the 
viewing direction. This is the ‘lower’ background face that is needed to compute 
P*. 
Since at most four ray shooting queries are performed that take 
O(log* n log log n) time each, we can compute the other endpoint p of a in 
O(log* n log log n) time. 
Now that we have this strategy for computing visibility maps, let us go back to 
Step 2 of our deletion algorithm. Recall that in this step we compute the arcs 
which become visible ‘inside’ some region rj where previously f was visible. Let %; 
be the outer boundary cycle of such a region. Note that these outer boundary 
cycles are located on f and, hence, we have access to them through the 
crosspointers. 
In Step 2(i) we compute the new components that are attached to %ie,. In fact 
these components form one new component with the component to which %Zi 
belongs. See Fig. 7. This is done as in the shooting phase of the algorithm of [9], 
Fig. 6. p* is p lifted to BF(r,), but the background face of region r3 is 
from Y’. 
when we arrive at v 
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Fig. 7. The nonbold components (which are attached to %,) are discovered in Step 2(i). The dotted 
components (which are floating inside r,) are discovered in Step 2(ii). 
as described above. Note that we already have a point to start from: any node on 
+Zj will do. Observe that some parts of VZi may consist of edges of $ Still, because 
we do not want to go outside ri, we must trace along these edges as well. These 
parts of Yi will be removed in Step 3. Also observe that LGBz still contains all the 
edges which define Vie,, because we did not yet delete the edges of f from this 
structure. Hence, during the ray shooting phase-where we trace arcs that were 
previously hidden by f or arcs of V&-no ray starting inside ri will leave the region. 
This is precisely what we want when we compute the new arcs ‘inside’ r,. We 
conclude that we can trace the chains of new arcs that are connected to Vi at the 
cost of O(log* it log log n) per arc. There is one thing that we should pay attention 
to, however. It is possible that a component that was floating in the region where 
f was visible before its deletion now gets connected to %Yj by some new arcs. In 
Fig. 8, for example, the dashed arcs that become visible after the deletion off 
connect the component formed by the cube to %,. In such cases we should only 
trace along the outer boundary of this component to see if it is connected to some 
more new arcs, but we should not ‘enter’ the component. This is easy to ensure, 
because the outer boundary of the component formed a hole in the region where 
f was visible and, hence, induced a cycle on it. In Fig. 8 we thus trace the (solid 
and dashed) arcs that are drawn fat. 
To bound the time spent in Step 2(i), we note that every arc that we trace is 
either an old arc that was located on f, or a new arc. Hence, we only spend time 
on arcs that we have to report and the total time we need is O(k log2 IZ log log n). 
When we have computed the components that are attached to %‘; we are not yet 
ready. There can be a lot of other components ‘floating’ somewhere in the middle 
Fig. 8. An old component gets connected to %, after the removal of J 
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of ri-or, actually, inside some of the newly discovered subregions ri,j. See Fig. 7. 
These other components are found in Step 2(ii). Again we use the basic method 
described above. So we have to find one node on each component and then we 
discover the rest of the component by ray shooting along the arcs. Above we have 
seen how the ray shooting phase can be performed at the cost of 
0(log2 12 log log n) per arc. We next describe how to find a node on each 
component. To this end we prove a lemma that characterizes the leftmost node of 
all components floating inside a new region r,.,. The idea is then to find this 
leftmost node and compute the component of this node, find the leftmost node of 
the remaining components and compute its component, et cetera, until all 
components have been computed. 
Lemma 5. The leftmost node of all components floating inside a region ri,j is the 
leftmost of: 
(i) the leftmost projection of a vertex of Vs onto ri,j 
(ii) the leftmost projection of the intersection of an edge of Es with BF(ri,i). 
Proof. The nodes of a visiblity map are of five different types: they can be the 
projection of a vertex of a polyhedron, they can be the projection of the 
intersection of an edge with a face, they can be the intersection of the projection 
of two edges of a polyhedron, they can be the projection of the intersection of 
three faces of (different) polyhedra, and they can be the intersection of the 
projection of an edge with the projection of the intersection of two faces (of 
different polyhedra). First we observe that the latter three types can never be the 
leftmost node of a component. This follows immediately from the fact that for 
those three types it is not possible that all three incident arcs lie completely to the 
right of the node. 
It remains to show that the leftmost of the two points as defined in the lemma 
(which are of the first two types) must be visible. Assume for a contradiction that 
this point, let’s call it p, is hidden by some face f. Let %j,j be the outer boundary 
Of ri,j. 
If the projection of Q-the boundary of f-does not intersect %i,j to the left of 
p then the projection of the part off to the left of p lies completely within ri,j. But 
this contradicts the definition of p: either one of the vertices off must lie to the 
left of p and above BF(ri,,), or one of the edges off must intersect BF(r;.j) to the 
left of p. 
On the other hand, if 3f does intersect ‘%j.j to the left of p then we also get a 
contradiction: either the intersection is visible in which case p would not lie inside 
ri,j or the intersection is not visible in which case f must intersect BF(r,,i) to the 
left of p. Cl 
How do we find this leftmost node? Obviously, the data structures 9J and gdh 
were designed for this task. Unfortunately, we can only query with a face of 
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constant complexity, and ri,j can be a very complex polygonal region. Hence, we 
must decompose ri,j into manageable pieces. We can decompose ri,j into a number 
of quadrilaterals by constructing its vertical adjacency map, that is, by drawing 
segments which are parallel to the y-axis from every node on (e,,j to the opposite 
arc on %i,j. This vertical decomposition can be computed in linear time [4]. Since 
rj,j is a new region, we are allowed to spend this amount of time. There is one 
problem with this approach, however. After we have decomposed r,., into 
quadrilaterals, we find the leftmost node Y of a component using Lemma 5. 
Starting from this node we then trace the component that is attached to Y. When 
the computation of this component has been finished, we would like to find the 
leftmost node of the remaining components floating inside ri,j, again using 
Lemma 5. The problem is that the component that we just discovered forms a 
hole in rj,j. Hence, the old quadrilaterals cannot be used, and we must compute 
the vertical decomposition anew. Clearly, we cannot afford to compute a new 
vertical decomposition every time we discover a new-and possibly very 
small-component. To solve this problem, we do not compute the complete 
vertical decomposition before we start querying. Instead, we compute the 
quadrilaterals during a sweep with a vertical segment s. The sweep segment s 
moves from left to right. Note that we are sweeping a region of which we know 
the outer boundary %i,j, but whose holes-formed by floating components-are 
yet unknown. When we stop at the leftmost node of a component, then we first 
trace that component using the technique described above. As was noted before, 
it is possible that (a part of) the component already existed because it is defined 
by edges and faces that are above 5 In such cases we only trace the outer 
boundary of this part. The new component forms a hole inside r;,j. Thus the outer 
boundary of the new component is part of the boundary of r;,j, and the sweep 
segment must halt at the nodes on this boundary as well. Moreover, the sweep 
segment is split into two segments at the leftmost node of a component. One of 
the pieces sweeps the part above the hole, and the other piece sweeps the part 
below the hole. When both pieces reach the rightmost node of the component, 
then they merge again into one. Moreover, a new sweep segment emerges from 
every ‘local minimum’ of the region which we are sweeping. In other words, a 
new sweep segment starts at every node on the boundary of ri,j both of whose 
incident arcs lie to the right, such as nodes El and E2 in Fig. 9. This is similar to 
the topological sweep used by Mulmuley in [13]. In order to advance the sweep 
segment s, we must compute the leftmost event point to the right of s. Suppose 
that the current sweep segment is incident to a node Y. Let a and a’ be the two 
arcs that touch the endpoints of s and lie (partially) to its right. See Fig. 9. We 
define a quadrilateral q(v) as follows. The left edge of q(v) is s, and the top and 
bottom edges of q(v) are parts of a and a’. Finally, the right edge of q(v) is a 
vertical segment that contains the point ,u, which is the leftmost of the right 
endpoint of a and the right endpoint of a’. Now the next event point where the 
sweep segment s must halt is either p, or it is the leftmost node of %i,j inside q(v), 
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Fig. 9. The quadrilateral 9(v) defined by v. 
or it is the leftmost node of a floating component inside q(v). So we query with 
q(v)-actually, we have to lift q(v) to BF(ri,j)-in the data structures B5 and ?J6, 
according to Lemma 5. Looking at the proof of Lemma 5, we see that this query 
will give the leftmost node of the visibility map inside q(v), irrespective of 
whether this node belongs to a hole or to ~iei.j. 
So now we know how to sweep the region ri,i. When the sweep finishes, we 
have discovered all components floating in ri,j. However, there can be other 
components floating in regions of these new components. Hence, we have to treat 
these new regions recursively. The process is illustrated in Fig. 10. The 
components that have not been found yet and the quadrilaterals with which we 
search are dotted, and the current boundary of ri,j-that is, the part that already 
has been discovered-is bold. First, a query is performed with the leftmost 
quadrilateral, but no node is found. Vertex vI is found when searching with the 
next quadrilateral and its component C1 is computed. Then we discover v2 and 
CZ. All the other searches fail, so we recurse in the regions of the new 
components. This way C, is found. We recurse in the regions of C3 but we do not 
find any components and so we are finally ready. 
Summarizing, Step 2(ii) of the deletion algorithm works as follows. 
2(ii) {Compute the new components inside each new subregion ri,j}: 
l Move a (possibly fragmented) sweep segment s through ri,j. To advance the 
segment from a node Y, compute q(v) and find the leftmost node inside q(v) 
by querying G& and 5!&, with q(v). If this node is the leftmost node of a 
Fig. 10. Computing the floating components. 
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floating component, trace the (unknown part of) the component (this new 
component forms a hole inside ri,i) and continue the sweep. 
l Compute the components floating inside regions of the new component 
recursively. 
How much time does all this take? Clearly, the most time consuming steps in 
the algorithm are the queries with q(v)-which take O(log”n) time-and the 
tracing of new components-which takes 0(log2 n log log n) per arc. Note that 
the number of quadrilaterals that we generate when sweeping a new region ri,j is 
linear in the complexity of ri,j (also counting its holes). Also note that the tracing 
process discovers only new arcs. Summing up over all newly discovered regions ri,j 
gives a total time of O(k log” n) for Step 2(ii). 
In Step 3 we first remove from the current cycles the arcs which are defined by 
fi Since we know for each arc in E, the (edges of) the faces in F, that define it, 
this is trivial to accomplish. This will break some cycles into several chains, which 
have to be completed into new cycles using the arcs computed in Step 2. 
Furthermore, new cycles can arise that consists solely of arcs that we found in 
Step 2. By sorting the endpoints of the chains and the new arcs we can easily 
connect them to form the new chains, in total time O(k log k). 
Finally, Step 4 can be performed in O(k log” n) time, by Corollaries 1 and 2. 
This leads to the following. 
Lemma 6. The visibility map of a c-oriented set of polyhedra can be maintained 
with O((k + l)log3 n) time per deletion. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have presented an efficient output-sensitive algorithm for 
maintaining the visibility map of a c-oriented set of polyhedra. Inserting or 
deleting a polyhedron P of constant complexity takes time O((k + l)log3 n), 
where n is the total number of vertices of the polyhedra and k is the number of 
changes in the visibility map. The most important feature of the algorithm is that 
it is the first output-sensitive dynamic hidden surface removal algorithm that can 
handle cyclic overlap and intersecting polyhedra. The algorithm is based on new 
dynamic data structures for ray shooting and range searching queries in 
c-oriented faces and segments in the plane and in space. 
The most important open problem is of course (besides improving the time 
bound of our solution) to extend the results to arbitrary polyhedra. Here it is 
worthwhile noting that the algorithms presented in Section 3 still work in the 
general case; the fact that the polyhedra are c-oriented is only used in Section 2 
to obtain efficient implementations of the data structures that are used by the 
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algorithms. Such efficient data structures are currently not available for the 
general case. However, for the case of non-intersecting polyhedra it is possible to 
adapt the technique described in this paper to arbitrary polyhedra. Unfortun- 
ately, this leads to a rather high update time of O((k + l)(n + K)2’3+E). Here K is 
the total complexity of the scene, which can vary between O(1) and @(n”). 
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